
Tracker Portal

     Web-based telematics portal

     Easy handling

     Automatic operating data acquisition 
and evaluation as well as map tracking

     Reports and dynamic tables

     Flexible management

     No installation effort

     Adaptable

     Accessible worldwide

     Display of the trail of multiple objects 
over any period of time

     Automatically assigned geographical 
zones provide information if there are 
deviations from the planned route

Quick and accurate
The CarLoc® portal combines efficient fleet and transport 
management. You benefit from simple and well thought-
out user guidance.

It enables uniform management of all traffic carriers: 
from a few vans or trains to lorry, construction vehicle or 
container fleets. Important data such as whereabouts, 
vehicle or door status, cooling temperature and more are 
presented in clear tables. Digital maps based on Google® 
Maps leave nothing to be desired.

CarLoc® IoT trackers provide travel times, routes, idle 
times, driver identification: Whether it is data from 
external input devices or integrated sensors, the CarLoc® 
portal offers customised processing of all recorded values 
into user-friendly information. 

The built-in alarm function automatically informs about 
exceptional conditions via SMS and e-mail.
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Reports and dynamic tables
Companies need data in order to make the right 
decisions. 

The CarLoc® portal automatically supplies the desired 
information as predefined reports. Alternatively, 
the dynamic tables allow flexible online evaluations 
that can be exported, such as: Consumption statistics, 
temperature history or Eco drive evaluations.

They enable a targeted assessment of fleet 
efficiency, employee deployment or transport 
cycles. A transparent authorisation concept ensures 
level-based access to all data and evaluations.

Flexible management
Organise portal users, vehicle assignment and 
transport management, adapted to your proven 
internal structures. The management options of the 
CarLoc® portal support you in many ways:

     Assign vehicle groups to employees, departments or 
customers

    User and access rights can be individually adapted to 
the organisation and are multi-client capable

     Targeted automatic delivery of information, alarms 
and reports

IoT tracker portal

Simple web-based system 
access
A PC with an Internet connection is sufficient for use 
and access via all of your global branches:

     As an independent information, scheduling and fleet 
management system

    As an extension for data acquisition with interfaces 
to the existing dispatch or ERP system

     Fully integrated into your order processing or fleet 
management system


